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To all Registrars and Chairs/Presidents
(letter to be sent by email only)
9 February 2022
Program procedural processes
Experienced Practitioner Assessment (EPA)
Overseas Qualification Assessment (OQA)
National Program of Assessment (NPrA)
To be shared with your Boards
Dear Registrars and Chairs
At the 4 February 2022 Members meeting, Kirsten Orr (NSW ARB (Architects Registration Board)) requested 2021
NSCA (National Standard of Competency for Architects) AACA programs NPrA, OQA and EPA are summarised with a
list of any changes to the procedures (if any), noting changes to the PCs (Performance Criteria) required by moving
from the existing 2015 NSCA to the 2021 NSCA are not required to be listed. This was supported by all Registrars.

To facilitate transparency, this document does include the 2021 NSCA changes to each program, even though it was
not requested. I have also identified any additional information since our last communication on the programs at the
Forum in October 2021.
In Summary:
Pages 2 – 3

Experienced Practitioner Assessment (EPA)
No procedural changes, all changes are a result of the change from the 2015 NSCA to the 2021 NSCA

Pages 4 – 5

Overseas Qualification Assessment (OQA)
Procedural changes are a result of the new requirements of Assessing Authorities by the Australian
Government Department of Education, Skills and Employment (DESE).
All other changes are a result of the change from the 2015 NSCA to the 2021 NSCA

Pages 6 – 7

National Program of Assessment (NPrA)
No procedural changes, all changes are a result of the change from the 2015 NSCA to the 2021 NSCA

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries.
Yours Sincerely
Kathlyn Loseby

AACA CEO
LFRAIA JP GAICD MBA(exec)
NSW Architect 6267
7 February 2022
cc. AACA Board members

1. EPA: Experienced Practitioner Assessment
Procedures: Changes
Existing procedures are maintained. Changes are all driven by the changes of the 2021 NSCA.

Changes made to meet the 2021 NSCA PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
A new NOT SATISFACTORY Pathway driven by the 2021 NSCA changes (for 2022-2023 only)
To accommodate the new First Nations and extended Sustainability performance criteria, a transitionary NOT
SATISFACTORY Pathway 3 has been added, it is a detailed adaptation of Pathway 2 to specifically address
satisfactory completion of approved CPD (Continuing Professional Development) activities addressing these new
Performance Criteria (PCs).
NOT SATISFACTORY Pathway 1 and 2 remain the same

Pathway 3 is transitory (to allow adoption of the new PCs for 2022 – 2023)
Pathway 3 is a detailed adaption of the existing Pathway 2.

As per our Agenda item from our meeting on 4 February, and item e) of my letter of 7 February, I encourage you
and your Board members to see the EPA assessor 2021 NSCA assessor portal link:
https://www.aaca.org.au/assessors-aaca-nsca2021-epaoqa/
• Training videos and code of conduct,
• 2021 Assessor guides and forms
• Slide packs
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Changes made to meet the 2021 NSCA PERFORMANCE CRITERIA (continued)
•

As per the Annual Forum Session 2 (22 October 2021) Item 7_3, please see below:
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2. OQA: Overseas Qualification Assessment
Procedures: Changes
Procedural changes to the Overseas Qualifications Assessment program from 1st March 2022 are necessary to
meet the new requirements of Assessing Authorities by the Australian Government Department of Education, Skills
and Employment (DESE).
•

As per the Annual Forum Session 2 (22 October 2021) Item 7_2, please see below:
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Changes made to meet the 2021 NSCA PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
•

As per the Annual Forum Session 2 (22 October 2021) Item 7_2, please see below:

The assessment criteria changes from 37 PCs (2015 NSCA) to 43 PCs (2021 NSCA) at graduation level.
To manage this, the OQA application now groups the 43 PCs into 13 summary statements, still supported with an A3
portfolio. An A4 statement form has been drafted to assist the candidates understand this grouping.
Candidates will pass when a minimum of 11 of the 13 assessment groups (84.6%) are met successfully.
This means that, for example, new topic areas such as First Nations and Country, or Contract Administration - now
allocated to practice management at the graduation level - will not fail a candidate.
The previous assessment was ‘significantly comparable’ to pass and did not require 100% comparable, but there was
not a defined % which led to some ambiguity.
Assessment terminology will change
from
• knowledge, application of knowledge, and skills acquisition resulting in
• significantly comparable or not comparable
to
• a level of understanding, level of brief understanding and level of awareness resulting in
• satisfactory or not satisfactory outcome.
As per our Agenda item from our meeting on 4 February, and item e) of my letter of 7 February, I encourage you and
your Board members to see the OQA assessor 2021 NSCA assessor portal link: https://www.aaca.org.au/assessorsaaca-nsca2021-epaoqa/
• Training videos and code of conduct,
• 2021 Assessor guides and forms
• Slide packs
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3. NPrA: National Program of Assessment
Procedures: General
Existing procedures are maintained.

Existing
•
•

Candidates submit their applications in accordance with the Guide for Candidates
Applications are reviewed and assessed by AACA and any that we have queries with go to the NPrA
Management Group who make the final decision on eligibility
• Letters of Offer for Stage 2 are sent out to eligible candidates outlining the program deadlines and
payment details
• Candidates must formally accept the letter of offer
• A candidate’s Stage 1 Eligibility is valid for 3 years
Changes in August 2019 for the 2020 NPrA
• Candidates have been asked to submit two references one of which has to be from an architect
registered in Australia

Existing Brief procedure (unchanged)
•

•
•
•
•
•

The National Program of Assessment Management Group are responsible for writing the Brief. Currently
Elizabeth Musgrave (QLD academic – although stepping down this year); Peter Williams (VIC – practicing
architect); David Russell (NSW – stepping down this year – practicing architect having worked in Large
Practice); Tim Browne (NSW – practicing architect) and Katherine Ashe (WA – academic who steps up as the
academic rep when Elizabeth’s tenure is finished)
The Management Group meet and discuss the type and complexity of the project with one member of the
group undertaking the writing once the site/type/complexity of the hypothetical brief has been agreed.
There is ongoing discussion/meetings of the Management Group as the Brief progresses and is finalized.
Brief is emailed to candidates with the Program Tasks and submission requirements along with the Q & A
Template. Candidates have a period of 4 weeks to ask questions.
The chief Brief writer reviews all the questions and drafts responses for review and discussion with the
Management Group
The final Q & A is sent to candidates – all candidates get the responses to all the questions asked by all
candidates

Existing Submission procedure (unchanged)
•
•

Candidates are expected to submit their Initial Concept Design approximately 12 weeks into the project.
The Initial Concept Design is not assessed – its purpose is to keep candidates on track and to track
authorship of the project. Candidates are required to submit their Initial Concept Design with their final
submission. AACA confirms receipt of Initial Concept Design.

Existing Final Submission procedure (unchanged)
•
•

•

Candidates submit their final design in accordance with the submission requirements issued with the Brief.
(Since 2020 and with the impact of COVID, candidates have submitted online).
Requests for an extension of time to submit are dealt with on a case-by-case basis with supporting
documentation required from the candidate.
Note: In 2020, the impact of COVID was challenging for many candidates both financially and time
wise. AACA in consultation with the NPrA Management Group revised the NPrA timetable to allow for a
blanket extension of time to the Initial Concept Design and Final Submission. AACA also reduced the Stage 2
fee and made a payment by instalment facility available to candidates
AACA checks submission and follows up if there are any documents missing.
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•

Submissions are sent to Assessors (two assessors per candidate). Assessor Briefings have been run since
2019, hosted by the Chief Brief writer. Assessors get an opportunity to review the Brief and ask questions of
the Brief writer on the intent of the program tasks etc.

Existing Results procedure (unchanged)
•

•
•

To be successful in the NPrA, candidates must achieve 80%. All NPrA candidates receive a Candidate Result
report which outlines the Performance Criteria where one or more of the assessors deemed there was not
sufficient information in the design response to determine ‘satisfactory’
Successful candidates can apply for the next available session of the APE (Architectural Practice Examination)
subject to meeting the eligibility requirements.
Unsuccessful NPrA Candidates can Appeal their outcome in line with the Appeal Procedures

Information on the number of submissions/pass rate etc is published in our Annual Report each year – see links:
https://www.aaca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/AACA-Annual-Report-2018-19-with-Cover.pdf p12-13
https://www.aaca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020-Annual-Report.pdf p11
https://www.aaca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2021-Annual-Report.pdf p 9 -11

Administrative changes: Timetable
•
•

NPrA 25, 26 & 27 program times were altered due to the impact of COVID.
NPrA 28 timetable has been adjusted (in consultation with the NPrA Management Group) to avoid the
overload on NPrA Assessors and AACA staff on trying to get submissions marked and results out in the last
week of December before the Christmas shutdown.

•

As per the December 2021 Architecture Registration Board update here: https://www.aaca.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/NPrA-NSCA-2021-Update-to-Boards-December-2021.pdf
This includes
o access to the NPrA Matrix
o Information for potential NPrA candidates for the 2022 National Program of Assessment has been
updated and published on the AACA website.
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